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*This material is solely intended for cultural education, research, and entertainment. The
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illegal drug use. This magical mini tome is for Witches eyes only.

Natural ways to get super trippy high
Ecstatic Dance / 5 Rhythms / Spinning
Kundalini yoga
Alignment based movement like Pilates and yoga
Holotropic Breathing / Breathwork / Pranayama
Hoop Dance / flow cirque dance
Cocoa ceremony
Plant Medicine ranging from kava tea to ayahuasca brew
(entheogens)
Making love / orgasm
Meditation of all kinds (there is no “right way” to meditate)
Hanging upside down, Pineal Gland stimulating meditation
Live music
Theta brain wave states
Thai massage
All Somatic bodywork
Energy healing
Any joyful physical practice
Sky Diving / adrenaline sports
Chanting / Kirtan / Gamalon / Drumming
Shamanic Trance
Sensory Deprivation
Laughter
Transcendental States / Transpersonal Reality
Lucid Dreaming
Self Hypnosis
Ritual and ceremony with trippy intentions
Natural childbirth
Bet all you lovely Witches can dream up another natural
buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz!

Art: The Mushroom by Noa Knafo

“Psychedelics are not a substitute for faith. They are a door to
authentic faith, born of encountering directly the sacred dimension
of everyday experience. This is not the only gate to that discovery,
but it is the most ancient and universal, and potentially the most
accessible to the majority of the human race.”
~ Rick Doblin, Manifesting Minds: A Review of Psychedelics in Science,
Medicine, Sex, and Spirituality

Some Luminary Psychonauts
Terence McKenna

“Psychedelics are illegal not because a loving government is
concerned that you may jump out of a third story window.
Psychedelics are illegal because they dissolve opinion structures and
culturally laid down models of behavior and information processing.
They open you up to the possibility that everything you know is
wrong.” ~ Terence McKenna
5 Short Terence McKenna Videos Will Blow Your Mind
Terence McKenna Land
Terence McKenna's Amazon Page

Ram Dass / Richard Alpert

“Love is the most transformative medicine for Love slowly
transforms you into what psychedelics only get you to glimpse.”
~ Ram Dass

LSD & The Art of Conscious Living Part 1
LSD & The Art of Conscious Living Part 2
LSD & The Art of Conscious Living Part 3
Be Here Now Audio Book
Ram Dass’ Amazon Page

Timothy Leary

Art: Turn On, Tune In, Drop Out by Bill Odgen

“LSD is a psychedelic drug which occasionally causes psychotic
behavior in people who have NOT taken it.”
~ Timothy Leary

Timothy Leary – The Man Who Turned On America
Timothy Leary Archive
Free Book: The Psychedelic Experience by Timothy Leary
Timothy Leary's Amazon Page

Alexander (Sasha) & Ann Shulgin

Art: The Shulgins and their Alchemical Angels by Alex Grey

“How long will this last, this delicious feeling of being alive, of
having penetrated the veil which hides beauty and the wonders of
celestial vistas? It doesn't matter, as there can be nothing but
gratitude for even a glimpse of what exists for those who can
become open to it.”
~ Alexander Shulgin
Pikal: A Chemical Love Story
Erowid Vault: Shulgin
Dirty Pictures- The Creator of MDMA (Ecstasy)

Vice: Sasha Shulgin’s Last Interview
Ann Shulgin Podcast: On Shadow & Being a Lay Therapist
Alexander Shulgin’s Amazon Page

Alex & Allyson Grey & The Chapel of Sacred Mirrors
(CoSM)

One Taste by Alex Grey

“Our bodies are holy sanctuaries of the living God. The light of love
shines on our heart's altar, and all the Cosmos does it contain.”
~ Alex Grey

The Chapel of Sacred Mirrors
Alex Grey's Facebook
Allyson Grey's Facebook
RT News interview with Alex & Allyson Grey
Alex Grey: My First DMT Experience Was Very Memorable
The Grey's show the New Entheon Temple
Alex Grey’s Books

rad freaky shiz to check out
The Real History of Drugs Episode 4: Psychedelics
The Real History of Drugs Episode 2: MDMA
The Real History of Drugs Episode 5: Marijuana
Alternatives to Entheogens for Self-Exploration by Neurosoup
Trippy Sacred Geometry Vibes
20 Safety Tips For Participating In Ceremonies That Use
Psychoactive Substances
Staring Into Someone’s Eye’s For 10 Minutes Can Alter Your
Consciousness
Oliver Sacks on Psychedelics
Jonathan Singer and Tipper at COSM
DMT: The Spirit Molecule
Phadroid: Live at MAPS
Magic Trip
Stepping Into The Fire
Stanislav Grof Is Rad
The Heretic: James Fadiman and Microdosing

A Waking Dream by Amanda Sage

“The cultural integration of psychedelics won't happen
overnight, and the question of young people is perhaps the
most difficult involved. The first step is for people who have
knowledge of these substances to share it, "coming out"
about their own experiences. Drug education should be
honest and present a balanced picture of risks and benefits.”
~ Rick Doblin, Manifesting Minds: A Review of Psychedelics in
Science, Medicine, Sex, and Spirituality

Psychedelic & entheogen education &
safety
Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
MAPS.org
MAPS Facebook
“Founded in 1986, the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic
Studies (MAPS) is a non-profit research and educational
organization that develops medical, legal, and cultural contexts for
people to benefit from the careful uses of psychedelics and
marijuana. We envision a world where psychedelics and marijuana
are safely and legally available for beneficial uses, and where
research is governed by rigorous scientific evaluation of their risks
and benefits.”
*This is my go-to source for current research and education on the
healing aspects of psychedelics and marijuana

Women’s Visionary Congress
Visionarycongress.org
Women’s Visionary Congress Facebook
“The Women’s Visionary Congress is a nonprofit organization that
presents cutting edge information about investigations into nonordinary forms of consciousness. Our community has been
gathering since 2007 to hear presentations from women researchers,
healers, activists and artists who examine heighten states of
awareness. We promote the right to self-knowledge, cognitive
liberty, and new modes of healing that link us to female wisdom
keepers and traditional users of plant medicines throughout
history.”
*The legit psychedelic Sisterhood <3

NeuroSoup
Neurosoup.com
Neurosoup YouTube
“NeuroSoup is based upon principles of harm reduction and strives
to educate people around the world on responsible drug use. We
hope to educate people about the positive and negative aspects of all
drugs, whether they are legal, available by prescription, or illegal.
Moreover, NeuroSoup aids in addicted individuals’ recovery by
providing online self help drug and alcohol rehab resources. As
well, NeuroSoup contends that through the use of the many
consciousness expansion tools currently in existence (including
spirituality, entheogens, lucid dreaming, meditation, yoga, and
sensory deprivation, among others), people can grow spiritually to
realize their full potential. We strive to provide resources for people
as they walk down this path of consciousness exploration… provide
full list of all known entheogens, entactogens, psychiatric drugs,
stimulants, inhalants, and sedatives with pictures, descriptions, and
research studies that evaluate the full spectrum of the positives and
negatives of use. We realize that ultimately it is the individual’s
choice as to what substances he/she decides to put into his/her body.
Therefore, we hope to provide resources so that each individual can
make educated decisions regarding their health, personal growth,
spiritual development, and overall path in life.
*Invaluable safety and education, this is a brilliant resource

DanceSafe
Dancesafe.org
DanceSafe Facebook
“DanceSafe is a public health organization promoting health and
safety within the nightlife and electronic music community. Founded
in the San Francisco Bay Area in 1998 by Emanuel Sferios,
DanceSafe quickly grew into a national organization with chapters in
cities across North America… DanceSafe has two fundamental

operating principles: harm reduction and peer-based, popular
education. Combining these two principles has enabled us to create
successful, peer-based educational programs to reduce drug misuse
and empower young people to make healthy, informed lifestyle
choices. We are known for bringing adulterant screening (a.k.a.,
“pill testing” or “drug checking”) to the rave and nightlife
community in the U.S., and for distributing unbiased educational
literature describing the effects and risks associated with the use of
various drugs. We also started the only publicly accessible
laboratory analysis program for ecstasy in North America, currently
hosted and managed by Erowid at EcstasyData.org. We neither
condone nor condemn drug use. Rather, we provide a nonjudgmental perspective to help support people who use drugs in
making informed decisions about their health and safety.”
*How one learns to stay safe with specific drugs

ZendoProject
Zendoproject.org
ZendoProject Facebook
“This year, millions of people will use psychedelics outside of
supervised medical contexts, many of them for the first time. Taking
psychedelics can result in overwhelming and uncomfortable
experiences, more likely with high doses, amongst first-time users,
and without adequate preparation or setting. Psychedelic harm
reduction includes a variety of methods to help prevent and
transform difficult experiences while in a non-ordinary state of
consciousness… The mission of the Zendo Project is to provide a
supportive environment and education to help transform difficult
psychedelic and psychological experiences into opportunities for
learning and growth… We envision a world where communities are
engaged in providing safety and support for people having
psychedelic and psychological challenges; and harm reduction
principles are used foremost to reduce the risks associated with
substance use.

*Psychedelic guide training

Gabor Maté
Drgabormate.com
Gabor Maté Facebook
“A renowned speaker, and bestselling author, Dr. Gabor Maté is
highly sought after for his expertise on a range of topics including
addiction, stress and childhood development.”
*My personal favorite teacher and source of research for issues
surrounding addiction and trauma recovery.

Art: Sun-Moon by Mati Klarwein

Stay Trippy
All Love
The End

